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The meeting was organized by Eberhard Be ker (Dortmund), Christian Berg (Kbenhavn)
and Alexander Prestel (Konstanz). The abstra ts of the talks are listed below. The list
begins with Be ker's introdu tory talk and ontinues in alphabeti al order a ording to
the speakers' last names.

The on ept of the meeting
Eberhard Be ker

The meeting brings together resear hers from various areas in mathemati s to dis uss reent results and future dire tions in the study of positive polynomials. More pre isely,
the theory of moments in fun tional analysis, real algebrai geometry, optimization theory, appli ations in engineering as well as symboli algorithms and omplexity issues in
omputational real algebrai geometry formed the topi s of this meeting. K. S hmudgen's
solution of the moment problem for ompa t semialgebrai sets in 1990 and the subsequent
re nements by Putinar et al., the algebrai approa hes by Wormann, Prestel/Ja obi were
the topi of many talks. On the other hand, modern optimization and its appli ation to
minimizing polynomials on semialgebrai sets, where the former methods are applied, took
a great part in the meeting. All was supplemented by appli ations to ontrol theory and
algorithmi issues.
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Abstra ts
Representation of positive fun tions by analyti or smooth fun tions
Fran es a A quistapa e

(joint work with Carlos Andradas and Fabrizio Broglia)
For a not bounded basi losed set X = ft1  0; : : : ; tr  0g and a polynomial p verifying
p > 0 on X we nd a representation
p = 0 + 1 t1 +    + r tr
where 0 ; 1; : : : ; r are analyti fun tions stri tly positive on R n , hen e squares.
This is a onsequen e of a stri t positivstellensatz for the ring O(R n ) of global analyti
fun tions. A similar result an be proved also for the ring C k (Rn ), 0  k  1 and for the
ring Dk (R n ), 0  k < 1 of de nable fun tions on a o(rder){minimal stru ture expanding
(R ; exp).
Barrier fun tions for positive matri es and polynomials
Andreas Bernig

(joint work with Eberhard Be ker and Antonio Diaz Cano)
After the de nition of barrier fun tions, I study a simple example (the one of positive
de nite symmetri matri es) from the di erential{geometri viewpoint. This yields to
a very well{known symmetri Riemannian manifold of rank n. Con erning the one of
positive polynomials, I propose a good andidate for a barrier fun tion, satisfying at least
3 12 of 4 required properties.
Algebrai Varieties Arising in Trun ated Complex Moment Problems
l E. Curto
Rau

Given omplex numbers
 (4) : 00; 01; 10; 02; 11; 20; 03; 12; 21; 30; 04; 13 ; 22; 31; 40;
with ij = ji, the quarti omplex moment problem for entails nding onditions for
the existen e of a positive Borel measure , supported in C , su h that
Z
z i z j d
(0  i + j  4):
ij =
In joint work with Lawren e A. Fialkow we have re ently obtained a omplete solution
to the quarti moment problem in the ase when the asso iated moment matrix M (2)( )
is singular. Ea h representing measure satis es ard supp   rank M (2), and we have
developed on rete ne essary and suÆ ient onditions for the existen e and uniqueness of
representing measures, parti ularly minimal ones.
We show that rank M (2){atomi minimal representing measures exist in the ase the
moment problem is subordinated to an ellipse, parabola, a non{degenerate hyperbola.
If the quarti moment problem is subordinated to a pair of interse ting lines, minimal
representing measures sometimes require more than rank M (2) atoms, and those problems
subordinated to a general interse tion of two oni s may not have any representing measure
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at all. As an appli ation, we des ribe in detail the minimal quadrature rules of degree 4
for ar length on a paraboli ar .
We then extend our results to solve the so{ alled paraboli MP, that is, one in whi h
the olumns of the asso iated real moment matrix MR (n) (for arbitrary n  1) satisfy
Y = X 2 . We do this by appealing to a ru ial estimate linking the rank of MR (n) and the
ardinality of the asso iated algebrai variety. Many of the results extend to other general
quarti MP, asso iated to the prototypi al olumn relations Y X = 1 and Y X = 0.
Trun ated Multivariable Moment Problems
Lawren e Fialkow

For omplex numbers  (2n) = f ij g0i+j2n and K  C ( losed), the moment
problem
R
entails nding a positive Borel measure , supp   K so that ij = z izj d (0 
i + j  2n). In ollaboration with R. E. Curto, we study onditions for the existen e
of ( nitely atomi ) representing measures in terms of positivity and extension properties
of the moment matrix M (n)( ) asso iated to . Ne essary onditions are that M (n) is
positive, re ursively generated, and that ard V ( )  rank M (n), where V ( ) is the variety
asso iated to . We study polynomials p(z; z ), deg p  n, su h that (2n) has a measure
whenever the above onditions are satis ed and there is a dependen e relation p(z; z ) = 0
in the olumn spa e of M (n). Exa tly whi h polynomials have this property is an open
question; examples in lude: any analyti polynomial p(z); y = x2 ; zz = a + bz + z + dz2 +
ezz .
Hyperboli Polynomials: theory and appli ations
ler
Osman Gu

These polynomials originated in partial di erential equations. Su h a polynomial p(x) has
a onvex one asso iated with it, alled the hyperboli ity one. We show that log p(x) is
a self{ on ordant barrier, with striking properties whi h are useful for designing long{step
interior point methods. Many pra ti al problem lasses in onvex programming an be
looked at from this point of view, su h as linear programming, semi{de nite programming,
et . There are also potentially useful problem lasses that need future development su h
as programming over some symmetri fun tions. Also, we dis uss the roots of su h polynomials: they satisfy many inequalities similar to the ones satis ed by the eigenvalues of
symmetri matri es. We end the talk with a spe ulation that something like the Horn
onje ture (re ently solved) might be true for the roots of hyperboli polynomials.
Barrier Fun tions for Symmetri Cones
Raphael Hauser

Self{s aled barrier fun tions are fundamental obje ts in the theory of interior{point methods for linear optimization over symmetri ones, a spe ial lass of ones of positive polynomials.
Symmetri ones an be lassi ed in terms of a de omposition into irredu ible omponents. We show that self{s aled barriers allow a similar lassi ation: Any self{s aled
barrier on a symmetri one K an be de omposed into irredu ible omponents that are
aÆne transformations of the universal barrier on the irredu ible omponents of K .
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Solving some global optimization problems via positive polynomials
Jean B. Lassere

We onsider the global minimization problem P of minimizing a polynomial f over the set
K := fx 2 R n j gi (x)  0; i = 1; : : : ; mg where the gi 's are all real{valued polynomials.
We de ne a sequen e fQ i g of positive semi{de nite relaxations of P. Then under the
ondition that the Ja obi{Prestel{Putinar \linear" representation holds for polynomials f
stri tly positive on K , we prove that inf Q i " inf P as i ! 1. In many ases, the global
optimal value is obtained at a parti ular relaxation (when the representation holds for
f inf P). Several other issues are dis ussed.
Optimization of polynomials using partial moment sequen es
Murray Marshall

Let R [x ℄ denote the polynomial ring R [x1 ; : : : ; xn℄. Fix a nite set S = fg1; : : : ; gsg in R [x ℄,
let KS = fp 2 R n j gi(p) P0; i = 1; : : : ; sg and let MS denote the quadrati module in R [x ℄
generated by S . Fix f = f ( )x 2 R[x ℄ and assume f attains a nite minimum
value
P
?
f on KS . Let (d) denote the set of n{tuples = ( 1 ; : : : ; n ), i integers, P i  d and
let M2d = fy 2 R (2d) j y0 = 1g. De ne fd to be the minimum value of  = f ( )y , y
running through M2d (with 2d  deg(f )) subje t to the onstraints:
(1) For ea h i = 0; : : : ; s the symmetri matrix ((gi  y) + ), ; 2 (d v2i ) is PSD where
vi = deg(gi ) and g0 := 1.
Then ffdg % and f sos  limd!1 fd  f _  f  where f sos = supf j f  2 MS g,
f _ = supf j f  2 MS g, where MS is the losure of MS . The exa t relationship
between f sos, limd!1 fd, and f _ is not well{understood. In the spe ial ase where KS is
ompa t and 9r 2 R su h that r kxk2 2 MS , Lasserre used a result of Ja obi{Putinar to
prove that f sos = limd!1 fd = f _ = f . If the moment problem fails for MS then f _ < f 
in general.
Now de ne fd to be the minimum value of  su h that 9y 2 M2d satisfying:
(2) For ea h e 2 f0; 1gs, the symmetri matrix ((ge  y) + ), ; 2 (d

2)

ve

is PSD and

(3) For ea h e 2 f0; 1gs, the symmetri matrix ((ge( f )  y) + ), ; 2 (d v2e deg2 f )
is PSD.
Here, ge := g1e    gses , ve := deg(ge). The sequen e ffdg is in reasing. Using the Positivstellensatz, fd = f  holds for any d suÆ iently large (but depending only on the degrees
of f and the gi).
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Positive Polynomials and Optimization
Yurii Nesterov

We onsider some questions related to onvex representation of positive polynomials of
one and two variables. We show that in one dimension the ondition number of Hankel
matrix grows exponentially with dimension. For polynomials of two variables we show that
some simple te hniques (passing to polar oordinates, xing the signs of variables) stri tly
in rease the set of positive polynomials representable as a sum of squares.
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The Positivstellensatz and Semide nite Programming
Pablo A. Parrilo

We dis uss the appli ation of semide nite programming te hniques to problems in semialgebrai geometry. In parti ular, we presented a methodology for nding a priori bounded
erti ates to the Positivstellensatz equation to prove emptiness of semialgebrai sets. A
partial omparison with alternative representations of non-negativity is made. Additionally, a simple onstru tive solution to the problem of nding linear representations of
nonnegative polynomials over nite varieties was presented.
Representations of Real Rings and Positive Polynomials
Alexander Prestel

Let A be a ommutative ring with 1. A subset P of A is alled a preordering of A if
P + P  P , P  P  P , P A2  P , 1 2= P . P is alled ar himedean if to every a 2 A there
exists n 2 N s.t. n a 2 P . If P is a maximal preordering, it also satis es P [ P = A
and P \ P is a prime ideal of A. Denote by XTmax the set of maximal preorderings of A
ontaining a given ar himedean preordering T of A. For P 2 XTmax, the homomorphism
'P : A ! A := A=(P \ P ) maps into R with 'P (P )  R + . 'P is ontinuous in the
anoni al topology of XTmax.
Real Representation Theorem: The map de ned by T (a) = a^ with a^(P ) = 'P (a)
is a homomorphism T : A ! C (XTmax; R) su h that T (A) is dense in C (XTmax; R) and
a^  0 on XTmax () na + 1 2 T for all n 2 N :
We explained the history of the theorem, its proof, and appli ations to the representation of positive polynomials, stri tly positive on a ompa t semi{algebrai subset of R n
(S hmudgen's Theorem).
Quadrature domains and some of their appli ations
Mihai Putinar

The L{problem of moments studied by A. A. Markov leads, when extended to several
variables, to extremal solutions of the form
d = fp<0g dx;
where p is a polynomial and dx is Lebesgue measure. It was shown by M. Krein that these
solutions, i.e. semi{algebrai sets, are hara terized by nitely many moments.
It remains an open question to understand the algebrai /di erential me hanism whi h
explains this nite determination.
In the ase of 2 real variables an exponential transform of the generating fun tion of
moments \linearizes" and explains via some positive de nite kernel, this nite determination phenomenon. The resulting planar domains are the quadrature domains introdu ed
by D. Aharonov and H. S. Shapiro in 1971 in onne tion with some onformal mapping
problems.
These domains naturally appear in uid me hani s, potential theory and operator theory.
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A View of Interior{Point Methods for Convex Optimization
James Renegar

The prin ipal mathemati al ideas underlying interior{point methods for general onvex
optimization problems are presented. The ideas are developed from the perspe tive of
Riemannian geometry, the lo al inner produ t being indu ed by the Hessians of a barrier
fun tional whose domain is the feasible region of the optimization problem to be solved.
Cones of positive semide nite and sums of squares of forms and duality
Bru e Rezni k

Let Pn;m and n;m denote the ones of forms of degree m in n variables whi h are positive
semide nite and a sum of squares respe tively. A great unsolved mystery is why Pn;m)n;m
for suÆ iently large (n; m), while a psd form is a sum of squares of rational fun tions. To
understand the di eren es between these ones, we use the venerable inner produ t familiar
 is the
from 19th . apolarity and 20th . harmoni analysis. Under this inner produ t, Pn;m

one of sums of mth powers of linear forms and n;m is the one of forms whose asso iated
generalized Hankel matrix is psd. The inner produ t has many algebrai properties, and
these should be exploited too.
Computational problems related to positive polynomials
Fabri e Rouillier

De iding if a semi-algebrai set is empty or not is riti al for the study of problems related
to positive polynomials. Only few implemented algorithms exist for this purpose : the
Cylindri al Algebrai De omposition (CAD) is the main one. Unfortunately, only small
problems (with few variables and low degrees) an be solved using su h methods.
On the other hand, many algorithms with a good asymptoti omplexity are proposed
in the literature. Most of them are based on the so alled Criti al Points Method, for
omputing at least one point on ea h semi-algebrai ally onne ted omponent of a real
algebrai set, used as a bla k box for de iding if a semi-algebrai set is empty or not.
Unfortunately, due to the use of various tri ks for keeping a good theoreti al omplexity
(sum of squares, in nitesimal deformations, et .), straightforward implementations of these
algorithms are ineÆ ient.
We propose a new version of the Criti al Points Method using the distan e fun tion to
one (well hosen) point. Given any algebrai set V , we de ne an algebrai set C (V; A) that
ontains these riti al points and a sub-algebrai variety of V . Our main result onsists in
proving that a good point A may be hosen so that C (V; A) is the disjoint union of a nite
set of points and a sub-algebrai variety W of V with smaller dimension than V , without
any restri tion neither on the variety (does not need to be smooth or ompa t) nor on
the set of polynomials used in the omputations for the de nition of V (for example, the
generated ideal does not need to be prime).
We are thus led to ompute the isolated points of C (V; A) and to study, in the same way,
the sub-variety W . We therefore obtain an algorithm without any in nitesimal deformation
whose proof is simply based on the fa t that the dimension of the studied varieties stri tly
de reases at ea h step.
The limitations of su h an algorithm are pointed out and solved (number of determinants) : we show how to use the theory of polynomial triangular sets to optimize the
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omputations. We nally present some pra ti al experiments whi h illustrate the pra ti al
behavior of our algorithm. It shows the interest of our approa h and justi es our hoi es.
Degree bounds for Positivstellensatz
Marie-Fran oise Roy

Stengle's positivstellensatz (1976) is the following statement:
Let F , G, H be 3 families of polynomials. Let M(F ) be the monoid generated by F ,
C (F [ G) the one generated by F [ G, I (H ) the ideal generated by H . Then
fx 2 R n j 8f 2 F f (x) > 0; 8g 2 G g(x)  0; 8h 2 H h(x) = 0g = ;
()
9m 2 M 9 2 C 9i 2 I m + + i = 0
It an be seen as a way of providing algebrai erti ates for emptiness.
The rst proof is based on Zorn's lemma.
Expli it bounds were given by H. Lombardi in 1993, they are not elementary re ursive.
Elementary re ursive bounds for the degree (a tower of 3 exponents) an be obtained by
a method for onstru ting identities through ase by ase reasoning using
 algebrai identities for Hankel matri es (1 level of exponents)
 ylindri al de omposition method (2 levels of exponents).
Stable preorders and the non{ ompa t moment problem
Claus S heiderer

A preorder P  R [x1 ; : : : ; xn ℄, generated by g1; : : : ; gr , is said to be stable if for every d 2 N
there is N = N (d) 2 N su h that every f 2 P with deg(f )  d has a representation
X
f=
s  g1    grr
1

 2f0;1gr

with sums of squares s of degree  N . A theorem obtained in joint work with V. Powers
says that under ertain natural algebro{geometri onditions on the set
K = fg1  0; : : : ; gr  0g;
the preorder is stable and losed. This implies a large lass of non{ ompa t sets K for
whi h the K {moment problem is not nitely solvable. On the other hand, we dis uss
ompa t sets K . If dim K  3, P is never stable. The question is onsidered in dimensions
 2. We illustrate it by applying the following lo al{global prin iple: If K is ompa t (of
any dimension) and f  0 on K , with only nitely many zeros M1 ; : : : ; Mm on K , then
d
f 2 P i f 2 Pd
Mi for i = 1; : : : ; m, where P
Mi is the preorder generated by P in the
ompleted lo al ring Od
[x ℄mMi . A variety of on rete examples is dis ussed, and the
Mi = R\
question is raised whether P is stable in these ases. After the talk was given, Prestel gave
an argument whi h shows that the answer to this question is negative in many ases.
Positive Polynomials and Moment Problems
dgen
Konrad S hmu

In the last de ade a lose intera tion between semi{algebrai geometry and the moment
problem emerged. In the rst part of the talk the operator{theoreti approa h to the
moment problem is developed. Let A be the omplex unital {algebra generated by k real
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fun tions h1 ; : : : ; hk on a set. Let L be a linear fun tional on A su h that L(ff )  0 for
all f 2 A. The generators h1; : : : ; hk a t as pairwise ommuting symmetri operators on
the Hilbert spa e H obtained from L by the GNS{ onstru tion. If the operators h1 ; : : : ; hk
are bounded, then
Z
L(p(h)) =
p()dhE ()1; 1i;
(h)
p 2 C [x℄  C [x1 ; : : : ; xk ℄, where E () is the joint spe tral resolution and  (h) is the joint
spe trum of the tuple h = (h1; : : : ; hk ). In the general ase there exists a positive Borel
measure  on R k su h that
Z
L(p(h)) = p()d();
p 2 C [x℄, if and only if there is a tuple H = (H1 ; : : : ; Hk ) of strongly ommuting self{
adjoint operators on a Hilbert spa e He  H su h that H1  h1 ; : : : ; Hk  hk . It is shown
that the latter is true if the operators h2; : : : ; hk are bounded.
In the se ond part of the talk the moment problem and a possible generalization of
the stri t positivstellensatz for non{ ompa t semi{algebrai sets are dis ussed. Among
others we obtain the following result: Let C be a ompa t semi{algebrai subset of R d
and let K be a semi{algebrai set in R d+1 with preorder P . Let L be a linear fun tional
on C [x1 ; : : : ; xd+1 ℄ su h that L(P )  0. If K  C  R , then there exists a positive Borel
measure  on R d+1 su h that
Z
L(p(x)) = p()d()
for all p 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xd+1 ℄:
If K = C  R , then the measure  an be hosen su h that supp   K .
Some interesting re ent results by S. Kuhlmann / M. Marshall and by V. Powers / C.
S heiderer are also dis ussed.
A new approa h to S hmudgen's theorem and omplexity
Markus S hweighofer

We prove the following bound for S hmudgen's Positivstellensatz: Suppose g1; : : : ; gm 2
R [X1 ; : : : ; Xn℄ are polynomials de ning a non{empty semialgebrai set
S := fx 2 R n j g1 (x)  0; : : : ; gm (x)  0g
ontained in the open ball around 0 of radius r. Suppose " > 0. Then there exists 2 N
su h that all f 2 R [X1 ; : : : ; Xn℄ of degree d 2 N stri tly positive on S an be written
X
f=
qÆ g1Æ    gmÆm
1

Æ2f0;1gm

where, for all Æ 2 f0; 1gm, qÆ is a sum of squares of polynomials su h that the degree of
qÆ g1Æ    gmÆm does not ex eed

 
k
fk
2
d
d
2
d (n + ") r
d
minff (x) j x 2 S g + 1 :
Here kf k the maximum of the absolute values of the oeÆ ients of f . The proof ombines a \tame" version version of the speaker's \algorithmi approa h to S hmudgen's
Positivstellensatz" (Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 166 (2002) 307{319) based on
Polya's theorem on positive forms with a omplexity bound for Polya's theorem as given
1
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by Loera and Santos and improved by Powers and Rezni k, and a Lojasiewi z inequality. The result an be used to make statements about the duality gap in optimization of
polynomials using partial moment sequen es and Positivstellensatze.
Appli ations of Positive Polynomials in Control Theory
Bernd Tibken

In the design of ontrol systems the main issue is to ensure asymptoti stability of the losed
loop system, i.e. the state x(t) of the system has to be bounded and limt!1 x(t) = 0 has
to hold for all x(t) with initial ondition x(0) near the origin 0 of the state spa e. The
basi tool to investigate asymptoti stability and to estimate the region of attra tion
= fx0 j tlim
x(t) = 0; x(0) = x0 g
!1
are Lyapunov fun tions. These fun tions are assumed to be positive de nite near 0 and
the time derivative along the ow of the ontrol system has to be negative de nite near 0
in order to ensure asymptoti stability. An estimate of the region of attra tion is given by
S = fx j V (x) < g with = minfV (x) j V_ (x) = 0; x 6= 0g
where V (x) is the Lyapunov fun tion used and V_ (x) is the time derivative. For polynomial
dynami al systems and polynomial Lyapunov fun tions this is a polynomial optimization
problem. In order to solve the problem globally optimal the representation of positive polynomials on ompa t semialgebrai sets introdu ed by Ja obi and Prestel is used. Namely,
we have
V_ (x) = q0 (x) + q1 (x)(~ V (x))
with q0 and q1 sums of squares and ~  , respe tively. This ondition is reformulated
as an LMI{problem using a simple ansatz of bounded degree for q1 and solving for q0 by
omparison of oeÆ ients. The gramian matri es of q0 and q1 de ne the LMI onstraints
and ~ (whi h has to be optimized) enters as generalized eigenvalue. Thus, is omputed by
a LMI onstrained generalized eigenvalue problem. Some examples show the e e tiveness
of this approa h. In prin iple only lower bounds for are omputed but these lower bounds
in rease stri tly with the degree of the ansatz for q1. In most of the pra ti al ases degree
two or four are suÆ ient. The method has been tested for several ben hmark examples
from literature and performed very well.
Fun tional Analysis Methods in the Study of Positive Polynomials
Florian-Horia Vasiles u

The des ription of positive polynomials is a subje t of interest in both algebrai geometry
and fun tional analysis, involving these two domains in a rather intri ate manner. In
spite of various diÆ ulties related to the stru ture of positive polynomials, in some ases
one an solve moment problems using results of algebrai geometry. Conversely, solving
appropriate moment problems turns out to be an eÆ ient method leading to des ription
of some lasses of positive polynomials.
Using fun tional analysis methods, more pre isely methods related to the theory of
ommuting self{adjoint operators, M. Putinar and myself proved the following result:
Theorem: Let p; p1 ; : : : ; pm be polynomials in n variables, having real oeÆ ients and
even degrees. Let also
(t) = (1 + t21 +    + t2n) 1; t = (t1 ; : : : ; tn) 2 R n :
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We denote by P; P1; : : : ; Pm theTmhomogenizations
of p; p1; : : : ; pm respe tively, and assume
that P (x) > 0 whenever x 2 k=1 Pk 1(R + ), x 6= 0. Then there exists an integer   0
and a nite olle tion of real polynomials fql ; qkl g, l 2 L, k = 1; : : : ; m, su h that
!
m X
X
X
p(t) = (t)2
ql (t)2 +
pk (t)qkl (t)2 ; t 2 R n :
l2L

k=1 l2L

The proof is based on an integral representation formula as well as a separation lemma.

Edited by Markus S hweighofer
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